Your Complete Guide to
Underfloor Heating &
Heat Pump Solutions
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About Us

Joule have developed a wide ranging
portfolio of solutions for heating and
hot water systems. So whether it’s a
heat pump, underfloor heating or our
industry leading ‘Smartplumb’ range
of pre-plumbed cylinders, Joule have
a solution for you.
InvaHeat design and supply
underfloor heating systems to the
residential, commercial and industrial
sectors and can offer in-house’
and ‘on-site’ support.
We offer a number of fixing systems for use with
screeded, floating or joisted floors. We supply
pipework, room temperature and water temperature
controls. Our materials are complemented by a full
planning, design and technical service.

Formative underfloor
heating solutions for your
home or business
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Why Underfloor Heating?

Warmth & Comfort
Underfloor heating warms up a room using radiant heat and this is more
comfortable than heating a room by air alone, as you do with radiators. We
get a similar feeling of comfort from the sun.

Renewables
Renewable heat is easier to produce efficiently at low water temperatures.
Underfloor heating uses low temperature water leaving an ideal match with
renewable energy heat sources.

Efficiency
InvaHeat’s products are designed specifically to work at low water
temperatures, improving the efficiency of the heat pump, reducing running
costs and saving you money.

Well Being
Underfloor heating provides a balanced level of radiant heat and air
warming. If the heating is provided by high air temperatures this can dry the
skin and eyes. Warming the floor reduces the occurrence of dust mites that
cause allergies.
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Become a Joule Registered Member

Save time and generate more money:
• No need to fill out long forms
when you register your Joule
product warranties

The dashboard tool provides a full quotation. Our
online estimator gives you an instant quote and a
list of all the items you need for your project.

• Control your very own
automatic customer
annual service reminder
Carry out fast quotations for:
• Samsung Heatpump packs
• Joule Underfloor Heating
• Joule Solar Systems
• Joule Cylinders
• Review all your details in one place
• Quotes
• Registered Products
• Support Tickets
• Downloads
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UNDERFLOOR
FOR EVERY
APPLICATION
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InvaHeat can provide a bespoke design for each and every project.
We stock a wide range of underfloor pipe fixing systems designed
to work with any type of floor construction. Here you will find an
overview of the systems available for different project types.
Underfloor heating can be installed within a variety of different floor
constructions. The different floor constructions comprise of solid
screed floors, suspended floors and floating floors.
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Self-Builders

New build or renovation, whatever
your dream, our innovative, certified
products, wide range of floor
constructions mean we will ensure a
bespoke design that’s fit for purpose,
accommodating pretty much any
project or build requirement.
A detailed CAD layout will illustrate every aspect of the
system to ensure that the installation can take place
efficiently and to suit the build schedules of you
and your builder.
Underfloor heating provides many practical benefits
including a more comfortable environment and design
flexibility to design the interior of your build without the
physical constraints of radiators. Whether integrated
with a gas boiler or renewable heat source, underfloor
heating provides an efficient and environmentally
friendly solution.

• EXPERIENCE COUNTS
• MAKING MORE OF YOUR LIVING SPACE
• COMPLETE CONTROL
• ENHANCING YOUR PROJECT
• ADDING QUALITY & STYLE

I wanted to create a warm
and inviting space and
that’s exactly what I got
with InvaHeat Underfloor.
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Installers

InvaHeat understands that a
good reputation is vital to your
business. With InvaHeat your
reputation is in good hands as all our
products are manufactured to the
highest standards using the latest
technologies.
Simple to install and easy to use, all of our underfloor
heating systems come with manuals demonstrating
everything you need to know.
InvaHeat have technical experts on hand based
throughout the country. InvaHeat can provide on-site
backup as well as technical and design support on
future projects.
InvaHeat’s designers produce a detailed CAD design
layout to illustrate every aspect of the system and
ensure that the installation can take place efficiently
and to suit the install schedule.

• DESIGNING THE RIGHT SOLUTION
• ON SITE BACK UP
• INSTALLATION GUIDES
• SITE VISITS AVAILABLE
• USER MANUALS

Working together with Joule
& InvaHeat enables us to
offer our clients a single
heating solution that delivers
great energy efficiencies.
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Architects
& Developers

Underfloor heating offers greater
design flexibility when it comes to
the interior layout of your project
and, with InvaHeat whatever the
project, we will provide an up-to-date
solution.
For projects that require an underfloor heating
solution, InvaHeat designs and supplies heating
systems that comply fully with all current building and
regulatory requirements.
InvaHeat take full system design responsibility for our
underfloor heating systems and renewable solutions.
For complete reassurance we are backed by
Professional Indemnity Insurance.
With proven design proficiency and experience in
projects ranging from new build, commercial to
retrofit, InvaHeat is a partner you can trust. Employing
industry-leading designers combined with world class
intelligent calculation software, InvaHeat offers full
CAD and technical support for you, along with our
award winning technical manuals.

• FROM CONCEPT TO REALITY
• DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
• SOLUTION FOR EVERY PROJECT

Excellent back-up,
fantastic service and
superb product, what
more can I say

• DESIGN RESPONSIBILITY
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Stockists

With a strong reputation and high
quality range of underfloor heating
systems InvaHeat Underfloor is the
perfect partner for your business.
With a dedicated Technical Account Manager, you
can be assured technical sales enquiries and pricing
queries will be responded to quickly, with swift
turnaround of drawings and quotes.
With a large sales team on the ground we can provide
local branches with onsite technical training on the
latest solutions and the most effective way to sell our
products.

• A SIMPLE SOLUTION
• MANAGEMENT
• SMART SELLING
• HELPING HAND

Once we put our
customers in touch with
InvaHeat they took care
of everything.
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Screed
Screed systems rely on thermal conductivity to transfer heat from the pipes within
the screed to the finished floor level.

Inva Clip & Rail
This is the most common system
installed in new build properties
where the floor is being laid is a
screed solution.
The installer simply covers the insulation boards with
polyurethane sheets, removes the sticky cover on the
back of the rapid rails and then lays them out parallel
to one of the walls keeping one meter between each
row. They then lay the pipe down on to the surface
clipping it to the rails as it passes over the rails in a
configuration detailed in the installation
instructions provided.
The Rapid Rail consists of a robust, u-shaped channel
that is 2m in length, with fixing positions every 50mm.
This system is quick and easy to install.

70mm

90
W/m2

Inva Clip
This is identical to the rapid rail and
clip system only it does not use the
rapid rails.
This means that you must work our the spacings
manually. Normally to use this method a staple gun is
a good idea as there will be a high volume of staples to
fix to keep all the pipe secure to the insulation.
An average of 3 tacker clips are needed for one metre
of pipe. The length of the tacker is determined by the
underlying insulation thickness.

70mm

90
W/m2
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Suspended Floor
Underfloor heating systems may be successfully installed within suspended floors providing the floor is constructed to suit the application.

Inva Plate
The aluminium spreader plate
system is an ideal solution for a
suspended timber floor both
upstairs or downstairs.
The spreader plates fix to the joists and have
preformed channels built in to take the pipe and also
help radiate the heat from the pipe to the space above
it. The finished floor can be laid directly over the
spreader plates.
Both edges of the plates are simply fixed to either joist
and this process is repeated along the entire run of
joist and across the whole area being covered by the
underfloor heating system.

0mm

55
W/m2

Inva Struct
Our grooved chipboard board system
is uniquely designed to offer a slim
line alternative. At only 22mm total
floor build-up this is a popular option
for both new build and refurbishment
applications.
InvaHeat’s philosophy of continuous development we
have developed a range of systems to suit low floor
build ups where traditional systems cannot be used.
This range is most often used in refurbishment projects
where door and ceiling heights are fixed. Another
development of the low floor build up range that
provides a structural floor solution over suspended
timber floors, ideally for engineered joists that
cannot be notched.

22mm

55
W/m2
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Floating Floor
Floating floor systems are laid directly on top of the existing floor eliminating the
requirement to disturb the current floor structure.

Inva Lite
This is an ideal solution where you
have available floor to ceiling heights
to have 20, 25 or 50mm floor build up.
Effectively four products in one, these Insulation Panels
comprise a rigid thermal insulation material with
grooves positioned in the upper surface. The upper
surface has a metallised foil bonded to it, following
into the grooves, which acts as a radiant surface
improving heat transfer and reducing system
start up times.
The grooves in the insulation securely retain our 16mm
pipe in the correct position, eliminating the need for
supplementary fixings.

43mm

65

with tiles

W/m2

25mm
with engineered
timber floor

Inva Board
InvaHeats pre-grooved cement
boards offer an ideal fast-fit, 18mm
floor build up with a high output
underfloor heating system.
Used in conjunction with our structural plastic floor
panel at either end of the room to enable turning and
routing of pipe this unique system can be installed
directly onto both screed or wood floors.
The boards have a high thermal conductivity so
heating response times are quicker and energy use is
reduced.

18mm

65

on hard base

W/m2

36mm
on joists
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Inva Screed
This structured plastic panel, when
combined with a low profile quick
drying self-leveling screed and a
warm water underfloor heating
system, provides a unique low
thickness/high heat output floor
heating solutions for both new build
and retrofit projects.
This revolutionary new system can deliver high heat
outputs even at relatively low water temperatures,
which makes it an ideal solution for use with
heat pumps.

15mm

95

on hard base

W/m2

33mm
on joists

Inva Matt
InvaHeat’s castellated matting panels
are interlocking vacuum formed
sheets of recycled plastic which
incorporate pipe-locating castles.
Sheets are laid over the sub floor, thermally insulated
in accordance with Building Regulations, overlapping
the edges by 75mm and interlocking them to form a
continuous layer. Castellated sheets are useful where
there is a restricted floor depth.
InvaHeat 16mm pipework is clipped into the panels
and the installation is complete and ready for the
specified screed to be laid.

70mm

90
W/m2
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Heat Outputs
When designing conventional heating systems it is necessary to know the
required heat output to determine the size of the heat emitter. When designing
an underfloor heating system, the heat emitter is the floor area and is fixed.
The heat output achieved is a direct relationship between the difference in floor
surface temperature and room air temperature. The floor construction, floor
covering material, pipe size, pipe spacing (or pipe centres), and the temperature
of water circulating through the UFH pipes are major factors that determine the
floor surface temperature.

Mean Water Temperature
35
40
45
Floor
Heat
Floor
Heat
Floor
Heat
Floor
Heat
Output Surface Output Surface Output Surface Output Surface
W/m² Temp °C W/m² Temp °C W/m² Temp °C W/m² Temp °C
30

System Type

Floor Covering

Inva Screed

Tile
Hardwood Flooring ( TOG 1 )
Carpet ( TOG 1.5 )

56.6
40.2
30

25.24
23.72
22.78

84.9
60.32
45

27.86
25.59
24.17

113.2
80.43
60

30.48
27.45
25.56

141.5
100.53
75

33.1
29.31
26.94

Tile
Hardwood Flooring ( TOG 1 )

39.1
26.2

23.62
22.43

58.7
39.3

25.44
23.64

74
52.4

26.85
24.85

92.5
65.5

28.56
26.06

6MM Ply + Carpet & Underlay ( TOG 1.5)

17.5

21.62

26.19

22.43

34.92

23.23

43.65

24.04

Inva Clip
Inva Rail & Clip
Inva Matt

Tiles
Hardwood Flooring ( TOG 1 )
Carpet ( TOG 1.5 )

55.5
33
27.8

25.3
23.3
22.8

84.3
50.1
42.2

27.7
24.8
24.1

112.8
67.1
56.5

30
26.3
25.4

141.3
84.1
70.8

32.3
27.7
26.6

Inva Plate

Tiles
Hardwood ( TOG 1 )
Carpet ( TOG 2)

45
35
28

24.4
23.5
22.9

61
47
38

25.7
24.5
23.7

76
58
47

27
25.5
24.5

Tiles
Tiles,Hardwood ( TOG 1 )

57.9
39.2

25.5
23.8

77.2
52.2

27.1
25

96.5
65.3

28.7
26.1

Carpet ( TOG 2 )

30.9

23.1

41.2

23.7

51.5

24.9

Tiles
Tiles,Hardwood ( TOG 1 )
Carpet ( TOG 2)

42
35
28

24.1
23.5
22.9

55
47
38

25.6
24.5
23.7

68
58
47

26.4
25.5
24.5

Inva Board

Inva Lite

Inva Struct

Note:

The heat output data table shown should be used for comparative purposes between systems and floor coverings only.
The performance of warm water underfloor heating systems can be influenced by many factors and differences
in actual heat outpputs achieved on site may be observed when compared to the above data.
Contact the technical support team for further details
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Pipe Options

Pert-Al-Pert

5 Layer Pert

InvaHeats’ Pert Al Pert underfloor
pipe is manufactured using a 5 layer
technology. It has an aluminium
middle layer that protects the pipe
from accidental damage during
installation and prolongs its use
over the life span of the system.
Intermediate adhesive layers
permanently together bond all layers.

InvaHeats’ pert pipe underfloor
heating pipe is an ultrahigh
quality, safe & reliable European
manufactured product.
With the longest possible warranty
conditions and with a service life of 50
years, using the latest manufacturing
techniques and industry know how.
InvaHeats’ Pert pipe is constructed using

A special welding technique ensures high reliability.

FIVE layers in total; cross linked polyethylene, adhesive,

With our five layer composite pipe, we have developed

EVOH gasdiffusion oxygen barrier, adhesive, cross

an advanced product that unites the advantages

linked polyethylene.

of metal and plastic pipes and eliminates the
disadvantages of both materials at the same time.

The layers of adhesive binds the two layers of cross
linked polyethylene to the central oxygen barrier layer

The pipe comes in coils ranging from 50 meters to 500

by a thermal reaction; the oxygen barrier layer is right

meters. Pipe markings every meter displaying number

in the centre of the pipe wall which prevents it being

of linear meters:

damaged from foot traffic during installation.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

50 year service life
10 year insurance backed warranty
Available in 50, 75, 100, 200 and 500m coils
Sizes available Ø - 12x2, 16x2 mm

50 year service life
10 year insurance backed warranty
Available in 50, 75, 100, 200 and 500m coils
Sizes available Ø - 12x2, 16x2 mm
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CONTROL
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Controls are an essential part of any heating system as they
create your environment in the most efficient and cost effective
way possible. This means ensuring that your system only
operates when required and for the minimum period of time.
There are various methods of doing
this but all are managed by your
control system with various levels of
integration between the heating zone,
heat source and outside temperature.
The control system must be accurate
and sophisticated as well as easy to use!
Room temperature control for underfloor
heating is measured by ambient room
temperature controllers that are located
in each zone. These are linked to the
local manifold wiring centre.
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InvaHeat provides a wide variety of
controls to fit every scenario, whether it is
wired, wireless or networked.
The majority of our room thermostats
are designed to be flush mounted,
resulting in a slim profile on the wall
after installation. We offer a variety of
options from wired and wireless to fully
networked systems, with the option to
control via our central control pad.

Joule Touchscreen Thermostat

The newly launched Joule
Touchscreen Thermostat is a
state-of-the-art solution to use in
every underfloor heating system.
You can use the top and bottom
buttons on the left-hand side of the
stat to change the room temperature
up and down.
The top right button is where you program in your time
periods and the bottom right button is where you turn
it off. The Joule stat is designed to be flush mounted so
it must be fitted to a single gang back box which will
be installed during first fix.
The stat is a 230V mains stat and as such requires a
3-core Insulated cable to be installed connecting the
stat to the wiring center.
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• LCD TOUCHSCREEN
• 6 DAY EVENT EVERYDAY
• MANUAL MODE
• PROGRAMME MODE
• FLUSH MOUNTED

Wi-Fi Smart

The NEO system is designed to
provide reliable communication of
the thermostat data whilst at the
same time providing an extended
communication range.

• SMARTPHONE CONTROL
• GEO LOCATION
• MULTI-ZONE
• PROFILES
• SHARE ACCESS

Each NEO thermostat acts as a repeater on the NEO
system network, helping eliminate range issues. The
Neo system has been designed to offer complete local
and App control of your heating, hot water and plug-in
appliances. With Neo you can control your heating
from anywhere using your smartphone.
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CASE STUDIES
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InvaHeat design and supply underfloor heating systems to the
residential, commercial and industrial sectors and can offer
in-house’ and ‘on-site’ support. With a large number of proven
fixing systems on the market; InvaHeat can provide a solution
for all situations.
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Ashford Castle

Project:
InvaHeat’s underfloor heating was the preferred solution
as InvaHeat are in a unique position to offer a bespoke
flooring solution for this unique project.

Solution:
The project started by InvaHeat reviewing the project
details and requirements, after which a detailed
specification of the underfloor heating system was
prepared. The requirement for a dry system providing a
low floor build up and a high heat output led to InvaHeat
proposing the unique dry screed board system. This
system allowed the tile flooring to be installed directly
on top of the dry screed board allowing for a quick
turnaround with little disruption. Our inhouse team
ensured that we could design and supply our underfloor
heating system at a competitive price while still providing
top quality components. Additionally, CAD drawings and
floor plans were drawn which ensured a smooth and
timely installation of the system.

Area: 2,500 m2

Build Type: Retrofit

Result:
This luxurious hotel will now benefit from underfloor
heating, including increased comfort and energy
efficiency.
InvaHeat created a bespoke underfloor heating system
that maintains a constant temperature to the key areas
of the building. The systems were installed with maximum
skill and care to preserve the luxurious hotel.
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Fixing System:
InvaBoard System

Control Type: Joule E91
Touchscreen

Project Overview:
Prestigious luxury hotel Ashford Castle.

Requirements:
Design & Supply of Underfloor Heating to
85 Bedroom En-suites, Spa & Pool area.

Walderslade, Kent

Project:
The customer of this new-build project was undecided
whether they wanted to use underfloor heating on the
first floor, and indeed, how it could be fitted into the floor
build-up.

Solution:
For the ground floor InvaHeat specified the use of its
screeded InvaMatt system in conjunction with 16mm pipe.
Evaluating the best solution for the first floor underfloor
heating system InvaHeat proposed the unique structural
grooved chipboard solution incorporating 12mm
underfloor pipe with a 22mm floor build up. The boards
are a high grade moisture-resistant tongue/grooved
chipboard panel, that is pre-grooved to take 12mm UFH
pipework. Pipework spacings are at 150mm, with radius
returns and transit channels to facilitate installation

Area: 250 m2

Result:

Build Type: Residential New Build

The customer got an energy efficient underfloor
heating system to both floors of their newly-built
house. With warm air now rising from the floor, the
solution provides the homeowner with ultimate comfort
and ensures no warm air is wasted. The silent-running
UFH solution also gives added comfort by reducing
noise.

Fixing System:
Ground – Inva Matt
First Floor – Inva Struct

Control Type: Joule E91 Touchscreen
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Project Overview:
New Build

Requirements:
Ground Floor Underfloor Heating & First
Floor Underfloor solution on joists
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HEAT PUMPS
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Designed, manufactured, pre-assembled and commissioned
from one company with one guarantee.
With a deep understanding of renewable technologies,
no other manufacturer is better positioned to offer the
right solution to your renewable project. Why not use
the complete package from Joule, from the air source
heat pump to the underfloor heating and aluminium
radiators. No other manufacturer can offer you the
complete package under one roof.
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• HEAT PUMP
• UNDERFLOOR
• SMART PLUMB CYLINDER
• ALUMINIUM RADIATORS

Joule
- Working
Together
Joule&&Samsung
Samsung
- Working
Together

Joule & Samsung work together to
provide a straightforward air to water
heat pump system - designed for
hassle free installation and complete
heating comfort.
Utilising next generation technology, Samsungs’
Heat Pump range offers a high performance Central
Heating and Domestic Hot Water solution for a wide
range of domestic properties.

Dimensions:

•
•
•
•

5kW: H798 x W880 x D310
9kW : H998 x W940 x D330
12kW: H1420 x W940 x D330
16kW: H1420 x W940 x D330

• 5, 9, 12 & 16kW models feature inverter technology
• Monobloc system for easy installation with no F-Gas
required

• Ultra quiet operation suitable for a wide range of
The new Generation 5 units comprising of 5, 9, 12 and
16kW models combine high performance inverter
compressor technology with straightforward and hassle
free installation, combined with the Joule ‘Smartplumb’
cylinder range forms the basis of our range.

domestic properties (9kW = 60dBA)

• Power adjustable with “inverter” compressor
technology- ensuring the heat pump is running at it’s
most efficient

• Pre-filled with R410A non ozone depleting refrigerant
• All components easily accessible for installation/
servicing

• En 16147 & En 14825 Certified
• Easy Ordering - 3 stage ordering process for a
complete system

Joule provides a complete
system solution that offers
support and expertise
throughout the entire project

• 7 years parts and labour warranty on Samsung Heat
Pump!!
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Smartplumb
Joule Heat Pump packs in conjunction
with Samsung and the industry first
Smartplumb by Joule. The innovative
Smartplumb by Joule is a cylinder and
buffer combined fully pre-plumbed, wired
and programmed. The cylinder has the
smallest footprint of any product of its type.
No installation will be carried out utilising
such a small footprint. Only industry
leading components used. Samsung’s new
generation heat pumps are smartphone
compatible and benefit from remote
monitoring for better service.

LOW NOISE
LEVEL

BEST IN CLASS
EFFICIENCY

ECO DESIGN
CERTIFIED
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COMPATABLE
WITH OTHER
HEAT SOURCES

Design, Support & Training

Joule can specify, design &
indemnify your proposed heat pump
installation, from a standard small
domestic installation to a commercial
heat pump system.
When specifying a heat pump system for any building,
key bespoke requirements of the building need to be
taken into account such as:

Heat Pump Engineering Support
• Pre-installation & on-site installer support /
consultancy by our trained professionals

• Sample hydraulic and electrical layouts for
many systems

• Indemnity of the system design and specification
• Commissioning & on-site installer support
throughout installation can be provided.
Enquire for further details.

• Project Reference
• Site Location

Training

• Floor Area

Joule provides the highest level of training designed to
enable installers and engineers to design, install and
maintain our unique system.

• Age of Building
• Number of Bedrooms (If applicable)
• Domestic Hot Water Requirement (If applicable)
The above are just some of the details we would
require in order to approximately specify and
dimension a heat pump system..
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Expertise is vital to renewables success and best of all,
Joule courses are completely free.

Customer Service & After-sales
Support
At Joule; customer support & service does
not end when you have purchased & installed
your system. Our dedicated internal technical
support team will ensure your enquiry will be
dealt with professionally and in a timely
manner.

Working together with Joule
& InvaHeat enables us to
offer our clients a single
heating solution that delivers
great energy efficiencies.

• System design service
• Straight-forward on-site delivery
• On-the-job technical advice
• Telephone technical helpline
• Help with customer information
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CASE STUDIES
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Joule Heat Pump system packages are ideal for use on new-build
projects. The low running costs and excellent heating performance
make the combined package an attractive option for homeowners,
housing associations and developers alike.
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Alford Court, Westmoor Lane,
Hambridge, Somerset

Project:
Alford Court is a development of 6 new build homes;
varying from 3-5 bedrooms.

Solution:
Providing a complete heating system package was one
of the reasons the developer specified Joule as the preferred
supplier for this prestigious development in Somerset.
Complete with Inverter driven Samsung Air Source
Heat pumps in conjunction with Joule Smartplumb
Cylinder s this development provides efficient low
running cost homes.
To supplement the heat pump and achieve maximum
efficiency each dwelling has underfloor installed
throughout using a rapid rail and clip system in screed
on the ground floor and a dry mix system for the first floor.

Result:
The developer considered the complete package
from Joule as an excellent selling point: it is viewed
as ‘sustainable’; has low running costs; and also
leaves extra space in the kitchen where a conventional
boiler would normally be positioned. With the complete
system designed and supplied by Joule the project ran
smoothly starting from design, installation and sign off
with onsite support at each stage.

Area:
140 m2
Build Type:
Residential Development
Fixing System:
Ground – InvaClip & Rail
First Floor – Dry Mix Screed
Heat Source:
Samsung Air Source Heat Pump
DHW Storage: Joule 250/90 Smartplumb
Control Type:
Joule Touchscreen Thermostat
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Project Overview:
Development of 6 No. Luxury Houses

Requirements:
Design & Supply a cost-effective
heating system.

New Build, Single Dwelling,
Newbridge, Co. Kildare

Project:
Luxurious new dwelling in Newbridge, Co. Kildare. The
homeowner and developer required a system that
was easy to install, energy efficient that provides a low
cost heating system.

Solution:
This new build dwelling has a Samsung Air Source
Heat pump in conjunction with a Joule Smartplumb
Cylinder installed. This system is a complete design
and supply package from Joule with underfloor heating
on the ground floor and Joule Riva aluminium radiators
on the first floor.
With a time constraint on this project the Joule Smartplumb
cylinder reduced installation time significantly on site and is
the most innovative pre-plumbed solution for heat pump
systems on the market. The cylinder / buffer combo is
preplumbed, wired and commissioned before it leaves the
factory. Underfloor heating throughout the ground floor
provides a comfortable gentle heat whilst the aluminium
radiators provide heat to the bedrooms. A wifi control
system incorporated into the design and supply by Joule
provides the homeowner complete heating system control
from an phone or tablet allowing for greater flexibility.

Result:
This system delivers the high level of efficiency that
enables the Joule package to meet the high hot water
demand, low heating requirements of the property.
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Area:
115 m2
Build Type:
New Build
Fixing System:
Ground – Rapid Rail & Clip
First Floor – Joule Riva Aluminium Rads
Heat Source:
Samsung Air Source Heat Pump
DHW Storage: Joule 250/90 Smartplumb
Control Type:
Wifi

Project Overview:
Luxurious New Build Dwelling

Requirements:
Design & Supply a cost-effective
heating system.
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High-end New Build
Bideford, UK

Project:
This unique family home required an efficient and
comfortable heating system to match the buildings
sustainable design and building fabric.

Solution:
The original requirement at design stage was to include a
heating system that minimised the material impact on the
property as much as possible. Joule advised the client to go
with a complete Joule package incorporating the Samsung
Heat Pump and Joule Smartplumb cylinder because of its
efficient running costs, ease of installation and user friendly
controls.
Joules’ technical department conducted considerable
calculations on the property and its energy requirements
and recommended a 12 kW Samsung Heat Pump with a
250/90 L Smartplumb linked to the Inva Clip & Rail system
for the ground floor and first floor.
A Wifi controlled system provides the homeowner with
online heating system monitoring and control from a
phone or table providing greater flexibility.

Result:
To match the buildings high standard of finish Joule provided
a cost effective efficient heating system providing the
homeowner the comfort required. The choice of Joule offered
the homeowner a comfortable, sustainable heating system
at low running cost for both now and the future.
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Area:
230 m2
Build Type:
New Build
Fixing System:
Ground – InvaClip & Rail
First Floor – InvaClip & Rail
Heat Source:
Samsung Air Source Heat Pump
DHW Storage: Joule 250/90 Smartplumb
Control Type:
Wifi

Project Overview:
Luxurious New Build Dwelling

Requirements:
Design & Supply a cost-effective
heating system

Castletroy Development,
Limerick City

Project:
The development consists of 55 units in total, a mix of 4 Bed
4 bath detached and 4 Bed 4 bath semi-detached homes,
ranging in size from 150 m² up to an impressive 180 m² for
the detached homes.

Solution:
In consultation with Joule, the architect specified the
Samsung heat pump and Joule Smartplumb cylinder
to provide heating and hot water to this development.
Joule Aluminium radiators were supplied for both ground
and first floors. With the Joule system providing a cost
effective A3 Rating dwelling all Ecodesign documents were
presented and signed off by the certifier.
The Smartplumb cylinder provided a pre plumbed and
wired solution which ensured the project to stay on track.
Another key factor on gaining specification was the
low noise level of the Samsung heat pump allowing for
positioning close to the dwelling.

Result:
The complete Joule package provides a consistent and
comfortable living environment. There is no expensive gas,
oil or electric showers, leading to considerable savings
to the household and a steady supply of hot water is
guaranteed. An estimated heating cost per year is approx
€550. Samsung heat pumps efficiently supply heating and
domestic hot water even when the outdoor temperature is
as low as -20°C..
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Area:
150 m2
Build Type:
New Build
Fixing System:
Ground – Inva Clip & Rail
First – Joule Riva Alu Rads
Heat Source:
Samsung Air Source Heat Pump
DHW Storage: Joule 250/90 Smartplumb
Control Type:
Wifi

Project Overview:
New Build Development

Requirements:
Provide a cost-effective heating system
achieving an A3 Rating dwelling
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ITEM CODES
Inva Clip & Rail
Code

Description

UZI-0000000050
UP-C-000-0050M
UZC-3000000060
UZR-00000000-2
UZC-3000000040

ufh edge strip ins (50m)
ufh pipe conduit (50m coil)
Box of ufh pipe clip (60mm) - 300pcs
ufh fixing rail (2m)
Box of ufh pipe clip (40mm) - 300pcs

Quantity
-

-

-

1
1
1
1
1

Inva Clip
Code

Description

Quantity

UZI-0000000050
UP-C-000-0050M
UZC-3000000060
UZC-3000000040

ufh edge strip ins (50m)
ufh pipe conduit (50m coil)
Box of ufh pipe clip (60mm) - 300pcs
Box of ufh pipe clip (40mm) - 300pcs

-

-

-

1
1
1
1

Code

Description

Dimensions

Pipe Centres

Pipe Diameter

Quantity

UZD-001200X390

ufh Difuser Plate (1m X 0.39m) - 200mm PC

1000mm x 390mm

200mm

16mm

1

Code

Description

Dimensions

Pipe Centres

Pipe Diameter

Quantity

UZ-PF-EXP00200
UZ-PF-EXT00200
UZ-PF-EXT00150

ufh foiled panel 1200x1200x25 / 200PC Expanded
ufh foiled panel 1250x600x25 / 200PC Extruded
ufh foiled panel 1250x600x20 / 150PC Extruded

1200x1200x25
1250x600x25
1250x600x20

200mm
200mm
150mm

16mm
16mm
16mm

1
1
1

Code

Description

Dimensions

Pipe Centres

Pipe Diameter

Quantity

UZP-01400X0800

ufh pipe castellated matting

1400mm x 800mm

100/150/200mm

16mm

1

Code

Description

Dimensions

Pipe Centres

Pipe Diameter

Quantity

UZB-00000000GC

Pre Grooved Chipboard - 600x2400x22mm

2400mm x 600mm x 22mm

100/150/200mm

12mm

1

Code

Description

Dimensions

Pipe Centres

Pipe Diameter

Quantity

UZ-PANEL0000.6
UZ-LPC-SLC0025
UZ-LPC-PS00050

Structural Plastic Panel (Plain)
Self Levelling Compound 25kg
Perimeter Strip ( 50m )

600mm x 600mm
-

100/150/200mm
-

12mm
-

1
1
1

Code

Description

Dimensions

Pipe Centres

Pipe Diameter

Quantity

UZ-DSB-00BOARD
UZ-DSB-00000JA

18mm Dry Screed Board
UFH Joint Adhesive

1200mm x 600mm x 18mm
-

150
-

12mm
-

1
1

Inva Plate

Inva Lite

Inva Matt

Inva Struct

Inva Screed

Inva Board
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16mm Pert-Al-Pert
Code

Description

Length

UP-M16X2-0050M
UP-M16X2-0075M
UP-M16X2-0100M
UP-M16X2-0200M
UP-M16X2-0500M

ufh pipe 16mm P/Al/P Pipe
ufh pipe 16mm P/Al/P Pipe
ufh pipe 16mm P/Al/P Pipe
ufh pipe 16mm P/Al/P Pipe
ufh pipe 16mm P/Al/P Pipe

50m
75m
100m
200m
500m

Code

Description

Length

UP-16PERT-050M
UP-16PERT-075M
UP-16PERT-100M
UP-16PERT-200M

UFH 16mm Pert Pipe
UFH 16mm Pert Pipe
UFH 16mm Pert Pipe
UFH 16mm Pert Pipe

50m
75m
100m
200m

Code

Description

Length

UP-12PERT-050M
UP-12PERT-075M
UP-12PERT-100M
UP-12PERT-200M

UFH 12mm Pert Pipe
UFH 12mm Pert Pipe
UFH 12mm Pert Pipe
UFH 12mm Pert Pipe

50m
75m
100m
200m

Quantity
-

-

1
1
1
1
1

16mm Pert
Quantity
-

-

1
1
1
1

12mm Pert
Quantity
-

-

1
1
1
1

Underfloor Components
Code

Description

UZD-0000000000
UZG-0000000000
UZXS000000000J
HZC-0000A25-60
UZM-U000000000
UZM-U00012X2.0

UFH Decoiling Machine
UFH Clip Gun
Joule Mixing Set (No Pump)
circulating pump 25/60 (A rated)
UFH Manifold Pipe Unions (16mm - Standard)
UFH Manifold Pipe Unions (12mm - Special)

Quantity
-

-

-

1
1
1
1
1
1

Underfloor Manifolds
Code

Description

UZM-0000000-03
UZM-0000000-04
UZM-0000000-05
UZM-0000000-06
UZM-0000000-07
UZM-0000000-08
UZM-0000000-09
UZM-0000000-10
UZM-0000000-11
UZM-0000000-12
UZM-0000000-13

3 Port Manifold
4 Port Manifold
5 Port Manifold
6 Port Manifold
7 Port Manifold
8 Port Manifold
9 Port Manifold
10 Port Manifold
11 Port Manifold
12 Port Manifold
13 Port Manifold

Quantity
-
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-

-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Joule Touchscreen 230v Thermostats
Code

Description

Voltage

UZS-E91-TS0230
UZW-000000000J

Joule Touchscreen Thermostat
Joule Wiring Center

230V
230V

Quantity
-

-

1
1

NEO Thermostats
Code

Description

Voltage

UZNT-00000W230
UZW-000000000J
UZNT-000000012
UZW-0000000001
UZNT-000000AIR
UZW-000000000W
UZNH-000000000

ufh white neo stat 230v
Joule Wiring Center 230v
ufh neo stat 12v
UH8N Wiring Center 12V
ufh neoair wireless stat
UH8-RF Wiring Center (Wireless)
ufh neo hub

230V
230V
12V
12V
n/a
230v 230V
230/12V

Quantity
-

-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Heatmiser 230v & Network Thermostats
Code

Description

Voltage

Quantity

UZS-D-00000230
UZW-000000000J
UZS-N-00000000
UZW-0000000001

Heatmiser 230v Thermostat (Slimline)
Joule Wiring Center 230v
Heatmiser Network Thermostat(Slimline-N )
UH8N Wiring Center 12V

230V
230V
12V
12V

-

-

1
1
1
1

Samsung Heat Pumps
Code

Description

Dimensions

Phase

HHSM-G500005-1
HHSM-G500009-1
HHSM-G500012-1
HHSM-G500016-1

Samsung Mono HP 5kW 1ph Gen 5
Samsung Mono HP 9kW 1ph Gen 5
Samsung Mono HP 12kW 1ph Gen 5
Samsung Mono HP 16kW 1ph Gen 5

880mm x 798mm x 310mm
940mm x 998mm x 330mm
940mm x 1400mm x 330mm
940mm x 1400mm x 330mm

1
1
1
1

Quantity
-

1
1
1
1

Heat Pump Fixing
Code

Description

HZK-0J-0000000
HZK-0D-0000000
HZK-0G-0000000
HZK-0E-0000000

Heat Pump Wall Bracket (pair) CBR2-XL
Heat Pump Walll Drip Tray
Heat Pump Anti Vibrate Mount
Heat Pump Anti Vibrate Bolt Set

Quantity
-

-

-

1
1
1
1

Heat Pump System Components
Code

Description

Dimensions

Quantity

HZK-0P-0000000
HZK-0Y-000001F
HZK-0H28-0.075
HZK-0W00000028
HZSMC-G5000000
HZSMC-G5000005
HZC-0000A25-60
HZK-0C-0000020

Combined Fill Flush + Flow Meter
1” Y Pattern Strainer with Isolation
Braided hose 28mm 0.75m ins
28mm washer for braided hose
Mono Control Centre Gen 5(E03AN) - 9,12,16 kW
Mono Control Centre 5kw Gen 5 (EO3BN)
Circulating pump 25/60 (A rated)
20L Concentrate HP Fluid

-

-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Smart Plumb Cylinder 2 Zone (1 Heating Zone)
Code

Description

Dimensions

Heat Pump Compatible

Quantity

HUGH-180060-2C
HUGH-200060-2C
HUGH-250090-2C
HUGH-300090-2C

180/60 ind PP HG SC 2Z C (G5-Sams)
200/60 ind PP HG SC 2Z C (G5-Sams)
250/90 ind PP HG SC 2Z C (G5-Sams)
300/90 ind PP HG SC 2Z C (G5-Sams)

1870mm x 540mm
1980mm x 540mm
1950mm x 600mm
2150mm x 600mm

9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW

1
1
1
1
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Smart Plumb Cylinder 3 Zone (2 Heating Zone)
Code

Description

Dimensions

Heat Pump Compatible

Quantity

HUGH-180060-3C
HUGH-200060-3C
HUGH-200090-3C
HUGH-250090-3C
HUGH-300090-3C
HUGH-300130-3C
HUGH-400130-3C

180/60 ind PP HG SC 3Z C (G5-Sams)
200/60 ind PP HG SC 3Z C (G5-Sams)
200/90 ind PP HG SC 3Z C (G5-Sams)
250/90 ind PP HG SC 3Z C (G5-Sams)
300/90 ind PP HG SC 3Z C (G5-Sams)
300/130 ind PP HG SC 3Z C (G5-Sams)
400/130 ind PP HG SC 3Z C (G5-Sams)

1870mm x 540mm
1980mm x 540mm
1670mm x 600mm
1950mm x 600mm
2150mm x 600mm
1850mm x 710mm
2160mm x 710mm

9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Smart Plumb Cylinder 4 Zone (3 Heating Zone)
Code

Description

Dimensions

Heat Pump Compatible

Quantity

HUGH-180060-4C
HUGH-200060-4C
HUGH-200090-4C
HUGH-250090-4C
HUGH-300090-4C
HUGH-300130-4C
HUGH-400130-4C

180/60 ind PP HG SC 4Z C (G5-Sams)
200/60 ind PP HG SC 4Z C (G5-Sams)
200/90 ind PP HG SC 4Z C (G5-Sams)
250/90 ind PP HG SC 4Z C (G5-Sams)
300/90 ind PP HG SC 4Z C (G5-Sams)
300/130 ind PP HG SC 4Z C (G5-Sams)
400/130 ind PP HG SC 4Z C (G5-Sams)

1870mm x 540mm
1980mm x 540mm
1670mm x 600mm
1950mm x 600mm
2150mm x 600mm
1850mm x 710mm
2160mm x 710mm

9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW
9,12,16 kW

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Smart Plumb Cylinder 2 Zone (5kW Samsung Compatible)
Code

Description

Dimensions

Heat Pump Compatible

Quantity

HUGHF180090-2C
HUGHF200060-2C

180/60 ind PP HG SC 2Z C (G5-5KW Sams)
200/60 ind PP HG SC 2Z C (G5-5kw Sams)

1870mm x 540mm
1980mm x 540mm

5kW
5kW

1
1

Smart Plumb Cylinder 3 Zone (5kW Samsung Compatible)
Code

Description

Dimensions

Heat Pump Compatible

Quantity

HUGHF200060-3C
HUGHF200090-3C

200/60 ind PP HG SC 3Z C (G5-5kw Sams)
200/90 ind PP HG SC 3Z C (G5-5kw Sams)

1980mm x 540mm
1670mm x 600mm

5kW
5kW

1
1

Cyclone High Gain Indirect Cylinders - C
Code

Description

TCIMVH-0200LFC
TCIMVH-0200NFC
TCIMVH-0250LFC
TCIMVH-0250NFC
TCIMVH-0300NFC
TCIMVH-0300LFC
TCIMVH-0400LFC
TCIMVH-0500LFC

200L HG Indirect Standard
200L HG Indirect Short
250L HG Indirect Standard
250L HG Indirect Short
300L HG Indirect Short
300L HG Indirect Tall
400L HG Indirect Standard
500L HG Indirect Standard

Quantity
1490mm x 540mm
1150mm x 600mm
1815mm x 540mm
1400mm x 600mm
1600mm x 600mm
2040mm x 540mm
1570mm x 710mm
1900mm x 710mm

-

-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Cyclone High Gain Solar Cylinders - C
Code

Description

Dimensions

TCIMVG-0170LFC
TCIMVG-0200LFC
TCIMVG-0200NFC
TCIMVG-0250LFC
TCIMVG-0250NFC
TCIMVG-0300LFC
TCIMVG-0300NFC
TCIMVG-0400LFC
TCIMVG-0500LFC

170L HG Solar Standar
200L HG Solar Standard
200L HG Solar Short
250L HG Solar Standard
250L HG Solar Short
300L HG Solar Standard
300L HG Solar Short
400L HG Solar Standard
500L HG Solar Standard

1310mm x 540mm
1490mm x 540mm
1150mm x 600mm
1815mm x 540mm
1400mm x 600mm
2040mm x 540mm
1600mm x 600mm
1570mm x 710mm
1900mm x 710mm
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Quantity
-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

NOTES
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